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Cost-effectiveness of precision
screening for esophageal cancer
based on individualized risk
stratification in China:
Real-world evidence from the
ESECC trial
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1Key Laboratory of Carcinogenesis and Translational Research (Ministry of Education/Beijing),
Laboratory of Genetics, Peking University Cancer Hospital & Institute, Beijing, China, 2Shenzhen
Institute of Advanced Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China,
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Background: Conventional universal endoscopic screening with pathology-

based endoscopic re-examination for esophageal squamous cell carcinoma is

in need of reform in China. We established a “two-step” precision screening

strategy using two risk prediction models and have evaluated the cost-

effectiveness of this precision strategy compared with the traditional strategy

based on a large population-level randomized controlled trial from a

healthcare provider’s perspective.

Methods: Four precision screening strategies with different risk cutoffs at

baseline screening and endoscopic surveillance were constructed, and then

compared with traditional strategy through modeling using subjects from the

screening cohort of the ESECC (Endoscopic Screening for Esophageal Cancer

in China) trial. Total screening costs and the number of SDA (severe dysplasia

and above in lesions of the esophagus) cases were obtained to calculate the

average screening cost per SDA detected, the incremental cost-effectiveness

ratio (ICER) and protection rates. Sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate

uncertainties.

Results: Compared to traditional strategy, all precision screening strategies

have much lower average costs for detection of one SDA case ($7,148~$11,537

vs. $14,944). In addition, precision strategies 1&2 (strategies 1,2,3,4 described

below) achieved higher effectiveness (143~150 vs. 136) and higher protection

rates (87.7%~92.0% vs. 83.4%) at lower cost ($1,649,727~$1,672,221 vs.

$2,032,386), generating negative ICERs (-$54,666/SDA~-$25,726/SDA) when

compared to the traditional strategy. The optimal strategies within different
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willingness-to-pay (WTP) ranges were all precision screening strategies, and

higher model sensitivities were adopted as WTP increased.

Conclusions: Precision screening strategy for esophageal cancer based on

risk stratification is more cost-effective than use of traditional screening

strategy and has practical implications for esophageal cancer screening

programs in China.
KEYWORDS

precision screening, esophageal cancer, cost-effectiveness, ESECC trial,
risk prediction
Highlights
1. Well-performing risk prediction models for EC can

achieve risk classification at both baseline screening

and endoscopic surveillance in high-risk areas of China.

2. Precision screening strategies based on “two-step”

individualized risk classification can largely avoid

unnecessary screening for low-risk individuals,

conserve health resources and increase the protection

rate for cancer screening.
Background

In China, EC(esophageal cancer) ranks as the sixth most

frequent cancer and is the fourth most frequent cause of cancer

death. Prognosis is often poor due to the fact a diagnosis is

usually made at a late stage (1). No main cause of EC has been

found which would allow primary prevention, and efforts are

therefore focused on secondary prevention (2). Evidence from

observational cohorts and nonrandomized controlled trials has

shown that EC-specific mortality can be lowered by 66% (3, 4),

and the 5-year survival rate can be increased from less than 30%

to 80% through early screening (5, 6). Lugol’s iodine staining

chromo-endoscopy is the gold standard technique for

identifying high-grade squamous dysplasia and ESCC, and

population-level endoscopic screening has been ongoing in

high-risk areas of China since 2000 (7–9). By the end of 2018,
hageal squamous cell
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over 2.16 million chromo-endoscopies had been performed, and

over 34 thousand patients with malignant lesions had been

diagnosed. More than 70% of the esophageal cancers which

were detected were early stage (10).

For decades endoscopic screening for EC in China has adopted

traditional “universal screening” for residents in high-risk

communities (11–13). After initial screening, “pathology-based

surveillance” recommended by expert consensus calls for

endoscopic re-examination every 1 and 3 years for patients

diagnosed with moderate and mild dysplasia respectively. No re-

examination was offered for nondysplastic diagnoses (14). However,

overscreening and insufficient diagnosis have become notable

problems with this current screening modality due to the low

absolute prevalence and high interpersonal heterogeneity of EC.

According to recent studies, a significant degree of overscreening

has occurred in universal endoscopic screening in China (15).

Moreover, pathology-based surveillance has resulted in

insufficient diagnosis or in missed SDA cases which had

progressed (16). Precision screening strategies for ESCC based on

efficient risk stratification are therefore needed to enable accurate

identification of high-risk subgroups in target populations and to

better facilitate the allocation of health resources (14, 17–19).

In this context, we propose a first “two-step” precision

screening modality for ESCC, using two risk prediction models

which performed well that were derived from the ESECC trial

(16, 20, 21). First, before baseline screening, a model evaluating

individual risk for “currently carrying malignant lesions in the

esophagus” was adopted to identify high-risk subgroups, thus

appreciably reducing the number of unnecessary endoscopies at

baseline (21). After initial screening, a risk prediction model

based on multifarious factors, including pathologic diagnosis

and iodine staining status at baseline screening, was then applied

to evaluate the progression risk of precursor lesions to malignant

lesions. This notably increased the protection rate by

surveillance for SDA cases that had been missed with

traditional pathology-based surveil lance which had

progressed (16).
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In this study, we aim to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of this

“two-step” model-based precision screening modality as

compared to the currently used universal screening modality

based on a large population-level screening cohort. This study

provides real-world evidence for the reform of esophageal cancer

screening strategies in China.
Methods

Study platform

In January 2012, the ESECC randomized controlled trial

(Clinical trial: NCT01688908) was initiated in Hua County,

Henan Province, to evaluate the efficacy and cost-effectiveness

of endoscopic screening for esophageal cancer in China (13).

Residents from 668 target villages aged 45-69 years without a

history of cancer or an endoscopic examination within 5 years

were randomly selected and allocated to the screening arm or

control arm of the study at a ratio of 1:1 (334 villages in each

arm). Subjects in the screening arm were invited to undergo a

standard endoscopic examination and biopsy with iodine

staining, and then received both passive follow-up (linkage to

health insurance reimbursement claims data to identify incident

cancer cases) and active follow-up (door-to-door interviews) to

collect vital events including the onset of cancer. The sensitivity

of identifying incident cancer cases in the ESECC trial was

estimated to be more than 95.6% (22). Subjects who were

either biopsied due to visualization of unstained areas of

mucosa, or diagnosed with mild or moderate dysplasia from

the focal or standard sites at baseline examination in the

screening arm, were invited to participate in follow-up

surveillance, consisting of an individualized endoscopic re-

examination carried out from May 2017 to November 2017

(16). In this study, a total of 15037 individuals from the

screening arm of the ESECC trial who had received standard

endoscopic examinations and provided adequate data on ESCC-

related predictors (such as age, gender, Body Mass Index, ESCC

family history, etc.) for risk evaluation were included in our

modeling simulations to investigate the cost-effectiveness of

precision screening strategies.
Screening strategies and model building

For brevity, the model building for all strategies were

illustrated in Figure 1. The screening arm of the ESECC trial

adopted the traditional strategy of implementing universal

baseline screening and pathology-based surveillance in real-

world intervention, for which related parameters were set

(HIR=1; PS=1; RS=0) to open and close specific branches. As
Frontiers in Oncology 03
for the precision screening strategies (PS=0; RS=1), risk

stratifications were designed to be realized with the application

of a diagnostic model to identify prevalentmalignant lesions in the

esophagus, together with a prognostic model to predict the risk of

progression of precancerous lesions (referring to the two green

boxes in Figure 1). These two models had been developed

previously based on the initial screening and follow-up of the

participants in the screening arm of the ESECC trial (16, 21). First,

before baseline screening, an evaluation of risk of onset for ESCC

and its malignant lesions could be performed for each subject by

calculating a specific risk score, which had been previously

generated from the diagnostic model using individual

information. We then assumed that only individuals with risk

scores higher than the cutoff would be invited to undergo

endoscopic examination. With a selected sensitivity of 100%

(preset cutoff thresholds of 0.0007531 and 0.0049615 for ≤60-

year and >60-year old age groups respectively) and 80% (preset

cutoff thresholds of 0.0037069 and 0.0102338 for ≤60-year and

>60-year old age groups respectively), this diagnostic model

avoids 27% and 70% of endoscopies at the two sensitivities

respectively in the ≤60-year age group, and avoids 9% and 40%

of endoscopies respectively in the >60-year age group (21). After

baseline endoscopic examination, a progression risk assessment

was performed for patients in whom precancerous lesions were

identified, including lesions pathologically diagnosed as mild or

moderate dysplasia, and lesions with unstained areas. Similarly,

progression risk scores for these patients were derived from the

prognostic model that had been established based on age,

pathologic diagnosis, BMI, and index of staining abnormalities

(16). Using quartiles of risk scores as cutoff points, all subjects

under evaluation were then divided into four subgroups with

decreasing progression risk levels (high, intermediate-high,

intermediate, and low; with corresponding risk score ranges of

≤4.0, 4.1~6.7, 6.8~12.0, and ≥12.1) (16). This model-based

precision endoscopic surveillance had been proven to be able to

increase the accuracy of predicting progression from 70% using

the pathologic diagnosis alone to nearly 90%, and yielded

protection for the missing 40% of SDA cases which had

progressed by including them in surveillance (16).

For each strategy, cost and effectiveness were estimated in the

<60-year group (9980 participants) and the ≥60-year group (5057

participants) respectively and then summed up as the total cost and

effectiveness of the strategy. To evaluate precision screening strategies

with varied combinations of risk-stratification capability, different risk

thresholds were selected for both models. Two model sensitivities

(100% or 80%) were first utilized for risk stratification at baseline

screening. For subsequent surveillance (endoscopic re-examination).

Two alternatives were designed including enrolling subjects with high

progression risk or high and intermediate-high progression risk for

endoscopic re-examination. The risk scores for prevalent cancer and

progression of precancerous lesions for all 15073 participants
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included in this modeling study had already been calculated using the

two previously derived models. In our simulation, each subject could

be assigned to different screening interventions according to the risk

thresholds which we adopted. The final status of each participant was

therefore determined once the two risk thresholds were decided, and

transmission rates of the target population could be obtained.

Eventually, a total of 4 (2*2) precision screening strategies were

constructed through permutation and combination of risk thresholds

at each of the two steps (baseline screening and endoscopic

surveillance) as follows:
Fron
1) precision strategy_1: model sensitivity of 100% at

baseline screening, and surveillance for subgroups with

high and intermediate high risk of progression

2) precision strategy_2: model sensitivity of 100% at

baseline screening, and surveillance for subgroups with

high risk of progression

3) precision strategy_3: model sensitivity of 80% at

baseline screening and surveillance for subgroups with

high and intermediate high risk of progression
tiers in Oncology 04
4) precision strategy_4: model sensitivity of 80% at

baseline screening and surveillance for subgroups with

high risk of progression
Cost and effectiveness

This study focuses on the effectiveness of risk stratification

for improving the detection rate of a screening program from the

perspective of the public payer. All related costs generated

during the screening intervention (referred to as screening

costs below) were considered, such as costs for drugs,

equipment, and administrative costs for the screening

program. The average cost of $134 (conversed to the year

2018) per person-time for endoscopic examination had been

reported in our previous research and directly used in this

modeling study (baseline or re-examination) (23). A discount

rate of 3% had been adopted in the initial estimation of the

average screening cost, and no discounting was performed for
FIGURE 1

Structure of decision tree model for esophageal cancer screening strategies. HIR, High Incident-risk Rate in the prediction model at baseline
according to adopted cutoff value and sensitivity (“1” refers to not using prediction model and screening for all enrolled participants at baseline).
R_SDA, Detection rate of SDA cases for ESCC in the initial examination. R_MoD, Detection rate of Moderate dysplasia cases in the initial
examination. R_MD, Detection rate of Mild dysplasia cases in the initial examination. R_U, Detection rate of subjects with visualization of
unstained areas and non-dysplasia pathology diagnosis in the initial examination. PS, Adopting pathology-based surveillance. “0” refers to
negative and “1” refers to positive. P_MD, Proportion of subjects with a diagnosis of Mild Dysplasia among all subjects with a diagnosis of MD,
MoD or U. P_MoD, Proportion of subjects with a diagnosis of Moderate Dysplasia among all subjects with a diagnosis of MD, MoD or U. P_U,
Proportion of subjects with a diagnosis of Unstaining and non-dysplasia among all subjects with a diagnosis of MD, MoD or U. In_MoD,
Incidence rate (per person-year) of SDA cases in the surveillance among subjects with a diagnosis of Moderate Dysplasia. (“—” refers to no
pathology-based surveillance adopted); F_MoD, Average follow-up interval (years) between baseline screening and re-examination for subjects
with a diagnosis of Moderate Dysplasia. In_MD, Incidence rate (per person-year) of SDA cases in the surveillance among subjects with a
diagnosis of Mild Dysplasia. (“—” refers to no pathology-based surveillance adopted); F_MD, Average follow-up interval (years) between baseline
screening and re-examination for subjects with a diagnosis of Mild Dysplasia. RS, Adopting Risk-based Surveillance. “0” refers to negative and “1”
refers to positive. SI, Surveillance for Intermediate high-risk subjects. “0” refers to negative and “1” refers to positive. (“—” refers to no risk-based
surveillance adopted); R_high, Rate of high progression risk. (“—” refers to no risk-based surveillance adopted); R_inter, Rate of intermediate-
high risk. (“—” refers to no risk-based surveillance adopted); In_high, Incidence rate (per person-year) of SDA cases in the surveillance among
subjects with high progression risk. (“—” refers to no risk-based surveillance adopted); F_high, Average follow-up interval (years) between
baseline screening and re-examination for subjects with high progression risk. In_inter, Incidence rate (per person-year) of SDA cases in the
surveillance among subjects with intermediate high progression risk. (“—” refers to no risk-based surveillance adopted); F_inter, Average follow-
up interval (years) between baseline screening and re-examination for subjects with intermediate high progression risk.
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costs and outcomes in this decision tree analysis. A response rate

of 0.661 from real-world evidence was adopted for re-

examination acceptance (16). The response rate was assumed

to be the same in pathology-based and risk-based surveillance

since the standards for participant selection were unlikely to

influence the willingness for acceptance. Risk assessment could

be implemented using information available from existing

questionnaires and baseline screening diagnosis, the cost of

which had been mostly covered by the screening cost. Costs

for risk assessment were therefore assumed to be zero in our

precision screening strategies. The effectiveness evaluated in this

study was defined as the total number of SDA cases detected in

baseline screening and endoscopic surveillance in the screening

cohort of the ESECC trial under varied precision screening

strategies. The control arm was not considered in this study,

and cost-effectiveness was compared for different screening

strategies designed for the screening arm. In real-world

practice, a total of 163 SDA cases were identified in the

screening arm, including those detected in the universal

baseline screening and in the one-time re-examination, as well

as those diagnosed clinically and reported during follow-up.

Given this fact, we took 163 as the maximum number of SDA

cases that were supposed to be detected during the study period,

and a protection rate was calculated for each strategy as the ratio

of effectiveness to the 163 SDA cases.
Cost-effectiveness evaluation

A decision tree model was developed (using the “heemod”

package in R3.6.2) to project the costs and effectiveness of four

precision strategies and the traditional strategy, and the analysis

was reported according to the Consolidated Health Economic

Evaluation Reporting Standards (CHEERS) statement (24). For

each strategy, a cohort of 15037 residents from the screening arm

of the ESECC trial were entered into the model, and some were

invited to baseline screening and endoscopic surveillance decided

by preset risk thresholds, resulting in differing final status as

illustrated in Figure 1.

The base-case analysis a comparison of the traditional screening

strategy and other precision screening strategies. All of these

strategies have the same structure (Figure 1), but have different

transition probabilities obtained from our previous studies where

the two prediction models were established. (Table 1). The

incremental cost for detecting one additional SDA case was

estimated in two ways, using the previous less costly strategy and

the traditional strategy as reference respectively.
Sensitivity analysis

Probabilistic sensitivity analysis was conducted using Monte

Carlo simulations involving random sampling from
Frontiers in Oncology 05
distributions assigned to parameters, including the average

screening cost of endoscopic examination, response rate of

subjects in the re-examination (proportion of participants who

accepted endoscopic re-examination upon invitation), follow-up

interval for individuals at high-risk and intermediate-high-risk

after baseline screening, and the follow-up interval for mild

dysplasia and moderate dysplasia individuals after baseline

screening, to investigate simultaneous effects of parameter

uncertainty of the base-case results. Compared with the same

follow-up interval (4.358 years) set for individuals with mild

dysplasia and moderate dysplasia in base case analysis, gamma

distributions with different mean values (1 year for mild

dysplasia or high progression risk individuals; 3 years for

moderate dysplasia or intermediate-high progression risk

individuals) were assigned to individuals with varied

progression risks in probabilistic sensitivity analysis in

consideration of recommendations by expert consensus.

(Supplementary Table 1 in Online Resource 1) One-way

sensitivity analysis for the same set of parameters above were

also performed for cost-effective strategies. Based on simulations

of 1000 iterations, cost-effectiveness acceptability curves

(CEACs) and cost-effectiveness acceptability frontiers (CEAFs)

were drawn to present the optimal decisions under different

WTP ranges, together with the uncertainty level associated with

each optimal decision. Unlike the “two-step” precision

strategy_1~4 where risk-stratification was conducted at both

baseline screening and at endoscopic surveillance, strategies

adopting “one-step” risk-stratification at either baseline

screening or subsequent endoscopic surveillance (precision

strategy_5~8) were also designed and evaluated in the

supplementary analysis. Precision strategy_5/6 adopted only

model-based baseline screening with sensitivities of 100%/80%

respectively. Precision strategies_7/8 adopted only model-based

endoscopic surveillance for participants with high and

intermediate high progression risk/high progression risk.

Parameters for precision strategies_5~8 are presented in

Supplementary Table 2 (Online Resource 1).
Results

Cost-effectiveness of
screening strategies

In the base case analysis, all precision strategies showed better

performance with considerably lower average costs for detecting

one SDA case as compared to the traditional strategy, ($7,148~

$11,537 vs. $14,944) (Table 2). When the model sensitivity was set

as 100% at baseline, precision strategy_1 and precision strategy_2

achieved higher effectiveness (143~150 vs. 136) and

correspondingly higher protection rates (87·7%~92·0% vs.

83·4%) at much lower costs ($1,649,727~$1,672,221 vs.

$2,032,386) than the traditional strategy. When a lower model
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 1 Age-stratified parameters and reference sources of two-step precision screening strategies in the decision tree model for esophageal cancer screening in high-risk areas of China.

Age Strategy HIRa R_SDAb R_MoDc R_MDd R_Ue PSf P_MDg P_MoDh P_Ui In_MoDj F_MoDk In_MDl F_MDm RSn SI° R_highp R_interq In_highr F_highs In_intert F_interu

0.0665 4.358 0.0286 4.358 0 0 —— —— —— —— —— ——

—— —— —— —— 1 1 0.1619 0.2571 0.0377 4.253 0.0093 4.253

—— —— —— —— 1 0 0.1619 0.2571 0.0377 4.253 —— ——

—— —— —— —— 1 1 0.2112 0.2802 0.0377 4.253 0.0093 4.253

—— —— —— —— 1 0 0.2112 0.2802 0.0377 4.253 —— ——

0.0665 4.358 0.0286 4.358 0 0 —— —— —— —— —— ——

—— —— —— —— 1 1 0.3563 0.2724 0.0377 4.253 0.0093 4.253

—— —— —— —— 1 0 0.3563 0.2724 0.0377 4.253 —— ——

—— —— —— —— 1 1 0.3819 0.2595 0.0377 4.253 0.0093 4.253

—— —— —— —— 1 0 0.3819 0.2595 0.0377 4.253 —— ——

(16) (16) (16) (16) — — (16) (16) (16) (16) (16) (16)

1” refers to not using prediction model and screening for all enrolled participants at baseline).

itial examination.

r U.
MoD or U.
MD, MoD or U.
rate Dysplasia. (“—” refers to no pathology-based surveillance adopted).
osis of Moderate Dysplasia.
ysplasia. (“—” refers to no pathology-based surveillance adopted).
sis of Mild Dysplasia.

o risk-based surveillance adopted).

. (“—” refers to no risk-based surveillance adopted).
gression risk.
ogression risk. (“—” refers to no risk-based surveillance adopted)
diate high progression risk.
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t
al.
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3
8
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2
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0
2
6
9
3

Fro
n
tie
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in

O
n
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lo
g
y

fro
n
tie

rsin
.o
rg

0
6

<60 Traditional 1.0000 0.0038 0.0008 0.0064 0.0416 1 0.1311 0.0164 0.8525

<60 Precision 1 0.7440 0.0051 0.0011 0.0081 0.0474 0 0.1431 0.0194 0.8375

<60 Precision 2 0.7440 0.0051 0.0011 0.0081 0.0474 0 0.1431 0.0194 0.8375

<60 Precision 3 0.3067 0.0098 0.0023 0.0108 0.0627 0 0.1425 0.0303 0.8272

<60 Precision4 0.3067 0.0098 0.0023 0.0108 0.0627 0 0.1425 0.0303 0.8272

≥60 Traditional 1.0000 0.0154 0.0053 0.0194 0.0874 1 0.1731 0.0473 0.7797

≥60 Precision 1 0.9324 0.0165 0.0055 0.0197 0.0884 0 0.1734 0.0484 0.7782

≥60 Precision 2 0.9324 0.0165 0.0055 0.0197 0.0884 0 0.1734 0.0484 0.7782

≥60 Precision 3 0.5642 0.0217 0.0070 0.0210 0.0922 0 0.1747 0.0582 0.7671

≥60 Precision 4 0.5642 0.0217 0.0070 0.0210 0.0922 0 0.1747 0.0582 0.7671

Reference sources (21) (21) (21) (21) (21) — (16) (16) (16)

aHIR, High Incident-risk Rate in the prediction model at baseline according to adopted cutoff value and sensitivity (
bR_SDA, Detection rate of SDA cases for ESCC in the initial examination.
cR_MoD: Detection rate of Moderate dysplasia cases in the initial examination.
dR_MD: Detection rate of Mild dysplasia cases in the initial examination.
eR_U, Detection rate of subjects with visualization of unstained areas and non-dysplasia pathology diagnosis in the i
fPS, Adopting pathology-based surveillance. “0” refers to negative and “1” refers to positive.
gP_MD, Proportion of subjects with a diagnosis of Mild Dysplasia among all subjects with a diagnosis of MD, MoD
hP_MoD, Proportion of subjects with a diagnosis of Moderate Dysplasia among all subjects with a diagnosis of MD,
iP_U, Proportion of subjects with a diagnosis of Unstaining and non-dysplasia among all subjects with a diagnosis o
jIn_MoD, Incidence rate (per person year) of SDA cases in the surveillance among subjects with a diagnosis of Mod
kF_MoD, Average follow-up interval (years) between baseline screening and re-examination for subjects with a diagn
l In_MD: Incidence rate (per person year) of SDA cases in the surveillance among subjects with a diagnosis of Mild
mF_MD, Average follow-up interval (years) between baseline screening and re-examination for subjects with a diagn
nRS, Adopting Risk-based Surveillance. “0” refers to negative and “1” refers to positive.
° SI: Surveillance for Intermediate high-risk subjects. “0” refers to negative and “1” refers to positive. (“—” refers to n
pR_high, Rate of high progression risk. (“—” refers to no risk-based surveillance adopted).
qR_inter, Rate of intermediate-high risk. (“—” refers to no risk-based surveillance adopted).
rIn_high, Incidence rate (per person year) of SDA cases in the surveillance among subjects with high progression ris
sF_high, Average follow-up interval (years) between baseline screening and re-examination for subjects with high pro
tIn_inter, Incidence rate (per person year) of SDA cases in the surveillance among subjects with intermediate high p
uF_inter, Average follow-up interval (years) between baseline screening and re-examination for subjects with interme
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sensitivity of 80% was selected for precision strategy_3 and

precision strategy_4 at baseline, total costs decreased sharply to

only 40% ($808,420~$822,061 vs. $2,032,386), while effectiveness

remained at approximately 85% (111~115 vs. 136) compared to

the traditional strategy, resulting in the lowest average screening

costs of nearly half ($7,148~$7,283 vs. $14,944).

ICERs were calculated across all strategies and the cost-

effectiveness plane is presented in Supplementary Figure 1

(Online Resource 1). The cost-effectiveness frontier consisted

of 3 strategies: precision screening_4, precision screening_3, and

precision screening_1, which generated increasing ICERs of

$3,410 and $24,290 (Table 2). When compared with the

traditional strategy, strategy precision screening_2 and strategy

precision screening_1 had negative ICERs (-$54,666/SDA~-

$25,726/SDA), indicating increased effectiveness at lower cost.

Comparing precision strategies with the same model

sensitivity set at baseline, precision strategy_3 had a relatively

lower average cost than precision strategy_4 ($7,148 vs. $7,283)

due to the higher protection rate (70·6% vs. 68·1%) from a broader

range of surveillance (high and intermediate high progression

risk) and slightly increased total cost, which is the same for

comparison of precision strategy_1 and precision strategy_2.

Sensitivity analysis

Figure 2 shows cost-effectiveness acceptability curves (CEACs)

and a cost-effectiveness acceptability frontier (CEAF) presenting
Frontiers in Oncology frontiersin.o07
t
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optimal strategies with probabilities of being cost-effective under

differentWTPs. For resource-limited areas with aWTP threshold of

less than $9,465/SDA, precision strategy_4 (80%; surveillance for

high progression risk) which incurred the lowest total screening cost

was the optimal choice. When WTP varied within a range of

$9,465~$60,478/SDA, precision strategy_3 (80%; surveillance for

high and intermediate high progression risk) became the preferred

screening strategy. When WTP became greater than $60,478/SDA,

precision strategy_1 (100%; surveillance for high and intermediate

high progression risk) with the lowest average cost and the highest

protection rate remained the dominant strategy with a probability

of 100% of being optimal.

In one-way sensitivity analysis for cost-effective strategies

(Supplementary Figure 2 in Online Resource 1), the ICER of

precision screening_3 to precision screening_4 was sensitive to

the surveillance interval for intermediate-high progression risk

individuals. The ICER of precision screening_1 to precision

screening_3 was sensitive to average screening cost, the

response rate for re-examination, and surveillance intervals for

high and intermediate-high progression risk individuals.

When comparing the traditional strategy with “one-step”

precision screening strategies (precision strategy_5~8), all three

cost-effective strategies were precision screening strategies,

including precision strategies_6 & 5 applying model-based

baseline screening at a sensitivity of 80% and 100%, and precision

strategy_7 applying model-based surveillance for individuals with

high and intermediate high progression risk (Table 3).
TABLE 2 Cost-effectiveness of esophageal cancer screening strategies from the ESECC trial in high-risk areas of China.

Strategy Baseline
enrollment

Surveillance
enrollment

Cost
(USD)

Effectiveness
(SDA)

Cost/
Effectiveness

Protection
ratea

ICER (per SDA detected)

vs. traditional
screening

vs. previous
strategyb

Precision
screening_4

Model-based
(Sensitivity of
80%)

Model-based
(High progression risk)

808,420 111 7,283 68.1% 48,959 N/A

Precision
screening_3

Model-based
(Sensitivity of
80%)

Model-based
(High and intermediate
high progression risk)

822,061 115 7,148 70.6% 57,635 $ 3,410

Precision
screening_2

Model-based
(Sensitivity of
100%)

Model-based
(High progression risk)

1,649,727 143 11,537 87.7% -54,666 Extended
Dominated

Precision
screening_1

Model-based
(Sensitivity of
100%)

Model-based
(High and intermediate
high progression risk)

1,672,221 150 11,148 92.0% -25,726 $ 24,290

Traditional
screening

Universal
screening

Pathology-based 2,032,386 136 14,944 83.4% N/A Dominated
ESECC, the Endoscopic Screening for Esophageal Cancer in China (ESECC) randomized controlled trial (Clinical trial: NCT01688908); USD, US Dollars; ICER, Incremental Cos
Effectiveness Ratio; SDA, Severe Dysplasia and Above lesions for esophageal squamous cell carcinoma.
aProtection rate was calculated for each strategy as the ratio of effectiveness to the 163 SDA cases detected in the universal baseline screening and in a large-scale re-examination as well a
cases identified through follow-up from the screening cohort of the ESECC trial in the real world.
bPrevious strategy refers to previous less costly strategy that is not dominated or extended dominated.
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Discussion

Secondary prevention is currently an important means of

control for ESCC worldwide. However, conventional universal

endoscopic screening at baseline together with pathology-based

surveillance would qualify a large number of low-risk individuals

for screening and re-examination, exposing them to an

unnecessary invasive examination which might result in

increased budgetary pressure. More importantly, insufficient

diagnosis and inadequate re-examination resulting from
Frontiers in Oncology 08
conventional pathology-based surveillance may impair the

protection ability of the screening by mistakenly excluding

individuals at high risk of progression from surveillance.

Several population-level endoscopic screening programs for

ESCC have been carried out in high-risk areas of China over

the past several decades, and the screening strategy currently

employed urgently calls for refinement to achieve better

allocation of health resources. Concepts for precision screening

modalities based on two risk prediction models for ESCC

generated from a real-world screening trial have been
FIGURE 2

Cost-Effectiveness Acceptability Curves (CEACs) and Frontier (CEAF) in the Probability Sensitivity Analysis (PSA) of different screening strategies.
TABLE 3 Cost-effectiveness of one-step precision strategies for esophageal cancer screening in high-risk area of China.

Strategy Baseline
enrollment

Surveillance
enrollment

Cost
(USD)

Effectiveness
(SDA)

Cost/
Effectiveness

Protection
ratea

ICER (per SDA detected)

vs. traditional
screening

vs. previous
strategyb

Precision
screening_6

Model-based
(Sensitivity of
80%)

Pathology-based 803,107 105 7,649 64.4% 39,654 N/A

Precision
screening_5

Model-based
(Sensitivity of
100%)

Pathology-based 1,643,371 135 12,173 82.8% 389,015 $ 28,009

Traditional
screening

Universal
screening

Pathology-based 2,032,386 136 14,944 83.4% N/A Dominated

Precision
screening_8

Universal
screening

Model-based
(High progression risk)

2,038,867 144 14,159 88.3% 810 Extended
Dominated

Precision
screening_7

Universal
screening

Model-based
(High and intermediate
high progression risk)

2,062,778 152 13,571 93.3% 1,900 $ 24,671
ESECC, the Endoscopic Screening for Esophageal Cancer in China (ESECC) randomized controlled trial (Clinical trial: NCT01688908); USD, US Dollars; ICER, Incremental Cost
Effectiveness Ratio; SDA, Severe Dysplasia and Above lesions for esophageal squamous cell carcinoma.
aProtection rate was calculated for each strategy as the ratio of effectiveness to the 163 SDA cases detected in the universal baseline screening and a large-scale re-examination as well as cases
identified through follow-up from the screening cohort of the ESECC trial in the real world.
bPrevious strategy refers to previous less costly strategy that is not dominated or extended dominated.
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proposed (20). In this study, health economic evaluations were

conducted to compare the cost-effectiveness of risk-

stratification-based precision screening modalities with

traditional screening practices. All three cost-effective

strategies were precision screening strategies with much lower

average costs for detecting one patient with a malignant lesion in

the esophagus. When using the traditional strategy as the

reference strategy, precision strategy_1 (100%; surveillance for

high and intermediate high progression risk) and precision

strategy_2 (100%; surveillance for high progression risk)

obtained negative ICERs with higher effectiveness and lower

total costs as compared to traditional strategy. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate the cost-effectiveness

of “two-step” model-based precision endoscopic screening

modalities for ESCC in China.

Risk stratification tools with good performance are a crucial

precondition for excellence in personalized cancer screening

programs in view of the challenges confronted in the use of

conventional screening strategy. It has been reported that up to

73·7% of all participants in a screening program accepted

pathologic biopsy at baseline because of abnormal iodine

staining. However, less than 3% of those who accepted

pathologic biopsy were diagnosed with SDA (15). With the use

of a model which predicts the risk of “currently carrying

malignant lesions of ESCC” at baseline screening, 21% of

endoscopic examinations could be avoided at a model

sensitivity of 100%, and a higher proportion of 60% could be

avoided at a sensitivity of 80% (21). This is of significant value

when resources for endoscopic screening are extremely limited

and identifying greater numbers of cancer patients at a lower

average cost is the highest priority. Since examinations at

baseline account for a large proportion of the total workload,

risk classification at this step can play a key role in total cost

saving. Second, for conventional pathology-based endoscopic

surveillance, results from over 8·5 years of follow-up showed that

only 1·4% of mild dysplasia and 4·5% of moderate dysplasia

progressed to ESCC (15). Moreover, in another study, after a

median follow-up interval of 4·2 years, over 40% of SDA cases

which had progressed were assigned a nondysplasia pathologic

diagnosis. These cases would have been excluded from

pathology-based surveillance (16). Through risk stratification

based on a model which considers comprehensive risk factors to

a greater extent than baseline pathologic diagnosis, the

protection rate could be improved with just a slight increase in

the endoscopic surveillance workload. Moreover, the protection

rate might be further increased if a greater effort was invested in

achieving a higher response rate during invitation and

mobilization for re-examination, as this model also performs

well among those who did not attend endoscopic re-examination

(16). It is noteworthy that in comparison to other risk prediction

models which merely focus on esophageal cancer cases from

observational cohorts (25), our precision screening modalities

which are based on real-world screening trials also gave
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attention to outcomes for malignant precancerous ESCC

lesions such as severe dysplasia. This was of greater practical

value in early detection and early treatment for cancer

prevention. As far as we are concerned, the “two-step”

precision screening modalities and risk prediction models are

the most complete and precise risk classification tools for ESCC

screening in China to date and are easy to implement in practice.

Precision screening strategies with different combinations of

risk thresholds at baseline and under surveillance showed varied

cost and effectiveness, demonstrating the balance of cost savings

and improvement of effectiveness under the joint control of risk

stratification at baseline enrollment and endoscopic surveillance.

Compared to traditional strategy, precision strategy_1 and

precision strategy_2 with a model sensitivity of 100% at

baseline could not only achieve an approximately 20% total

cost savings (1·6 vs. 2 million dollars) but also yield higher

protection rates (87·7%~92·0% vs. 83·4%) from model-based

surveillance, contributing to outstanding resource utilization

with negative ICERs. When a lower sensitivity of 80% was

selected at baseline for precision strategy_3 and precision

strategy_4, the effect on cost savings (0·8 vs. 2 million) far

exceeded the loss of total effectiveness (111~115 vs. 136) due

to the enrollment of fewer participants. The lowest average cost

for detecting one SDA case was therefore achieved with

precision strategy_3 ($7,148). Supplementary analysis of

precision strategy_5~8 with an application of precision

screening at either step provided further information,

demonstrating that risk stratification at baseline screening and

endoscopic surveillance may contribute to cost savings and

improved effectiveness respectively.

According to the results of sensitivity analysis, precision

strategy_1 detected the most SDA cases of all strategies,

maintained a probability of around 100%, and was the optimal

strategy when WTP was greater than 24.29 thousand dollars,

displaying absolute dominance over other precision strategies. In

underdeveloped areas withWTP ranges of 0~3.41 and 3.41~24.29

thousand dollars, the recommended choice of strategy is precision

strategy_3 and precision strategy_4 respectively, with a lower

sensitivity of 80% at baseline enrollment and corresponding

total screening costs which are much lower. Although a specific

WTP threshold was not adopted in this study, the optimal strategy

and its uncertainty under different WTP ranges presented by the

CEAF curve could still provide implications for precision

screening strategy formulation in areas of China with differing

capacities to pay. However, we must be careful about the

theoretical recommendation of a lower model sensitivity in real-

world community-based screening practice. On one hand, a lower

sensitivity may result in a higher risk threshold, and fewer

residents would enroll in the screening program compared with

a sensitivity of 100% or traditional universal screening, which

might cause social problems related to satisfaction with the

program, or with ethics and health equities. This in particular

might occur in less developed communities where cancer
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screening provided by the government is more likely to be

considered as public welfare. On the other hand, we should

keep in mind that risk assessment scores lower than the preset

cutoff do not guarantee an absolute low risk of ESCC from an

individualized point of view. It is therefore of great importance to

provide clear informed consent and health education during the

implementation of risk-stratified precision cancer screening.

In previous studies of precision screening for ESCC, a

modeling study by Xia et al. reported that risk-stratified

endoscopic screening for esophageal cancer is more cost-

effective than universal screening or absence of screening based

on simulated populations and parameters compiled from several

sources (26). However, this study modeled a screening modality

which was carried out only once in a lifetime, and this is not in

keeping with current screening practice. Moreover, this approach

had been repeatedly proven to be less cost-effective than screening

involving follow-up and re-examination in other modeling studies

(27–29). High-quality comparative evaluations based on real-

world screening and data for comprehensive precision screening

modalities regarding baseline screening as well as following

endoscopic surveillance are urgently needed.

Compared to other modeling studies, the study subjects,

screening cost, health outcomes, construction of two risk

prediction models, and the epidemiologic parameters of this

research were all high-quality real-world data obtained from the

ESECC screening cohort, in which local populations were well

represented. In addition, with the application of two risk-

stratification models which perform well, the precision

screening strategies constructed in this study showed steady

dominance over the traditional strategy under varied WTPs,

providing practical guidance for policy-making under varying

social development statuses.

This study has limitations. It was a single-center study, and

the performance of a given precision screening strategy may not

fit well in other populations with different characteristics. In

addition, the short-term outcome of SDA cases in this study,

which is also the primary appraisal indicator for screening

programs by government departments, was only able to

investigate cost-effectiveness with regard to the detection rate.

The long-term value of risk-stratified screening intervention still

requires systematic evaluation based on population-level

randomized controlled trials, using life years or QALYs as

effectiveness measurement. Such evidence from the ESECC

trial will be reported in the near future.
Conclusions

In comparison with traditional universal screening,

precision screening strategies taking advantage of well-

performing prediction models to achieve risk classification at

baseline screening and endoscopic surveillance can largely avoid
Frontiers in Oncology 10
unnecessary screening for low-risk individuals, conserve health

resources and increase the protection rate for cancer screening.

This all shows great potential for improvement of the cost-

effectiveness of ESCC cancer screening programs in undeveloped

high-risk areas of China.
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